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Existing Proposed

Section (Typical)Section (Typical)

Public (35%)

Stacks (37%)

Staff (28%) Staff (7%)

Retail (2%)

Open (20%)

Public (38%)

Partner (33%)

strategy to create dynamic new public spaces with 
visual access throughout and enhanced space for 
efficient service delivery. The newly available space 
can also be used for cultural partner areas.

Figure 3.2 illustrates a program and major space 
needs comparison diagrammed in building section. 
The multilevel connected spaces in the proposed 
section are in sharp contrast to the rigidly layered 
existing building section.

The existing building program and space use 
was evaluated in detail and is illustrated space 
use diagrams Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The diagrams 
graphically represent a compilation of all like 
spaces within the building and the relative size 
of program areas with typical furniture. Figure 
3.3 represents Stacks ‘A’ and ‘B’ and Figure 3.4 
represents the remainder of spaces within the 
building. The spaces shown without furniture within 
these diagrams represent required circulation paths 
between spaces. The complete program analysis 
report  can be found in Appendix F: Programming 
and Building Reorganization Concepts.
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•	Comprehensive planning and concept design to re-imagine existing 
spaces by conversion of existing stack floors into multi-use partner 
spaces, public reading and activity areas and introduction of retail 
programs

•	Existing closed floor plan is transformed into multi-story open 
spaces that connect programs on multiple levels and allow for an 
abundance of natural lighting 

•	Integrated architectural, landscape and urban design reactivate 
the redesigned front plaza, provide new public outdoor space and 
reconnect the Library with the historic downtown core

•	Detailed phasing strategies and order of magnitude construction 
cost estimates

Client:   Buffalo & Erie County

  Public Library

Value:   $45-65M Estimate

Size:   365,000 SF

Completion: 2012 Feasibility Study

  and Concept

Contact:  Mary Jean Jakubowski

    Director 

  (716) 858.7180

* In collaboration with MS&R




